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Letter from the Executive Board 

 

It is an absolute honor to be appointed in the Executive Board of UNGA DISEC at 

ST. XAVIER MODEL UNITED NATIONS 2020. It is a matter of immense joy to 

be a part of this amazing event and invite you to partake in this milestone. I believe 

that MUNs help you realize that no one is too small to make a change and no voice 

can ever go unheard, as long it intends to construct a solution. A delegate in any 

MUN conference is similar to that one stone thrown into a stagnant pond that brings 

about a ripple of change. The world today is more sensitive than ever towards the 

existence of transnational activities across the globe, but a topic usually undermined 

but of prime importance is the Countering of Global terrorism with respect to 

intervening global interests in the 21st century. It is the need of the hour to address 

the issue in the perspective of various unacceptable developments, in order to 

achieve international peace and security. At ST. XAVIER MODEL UNITED 

NATIONS 2020, we will discuss, negotiate, and deliberate over this important, 

immensely wide and open-ended agenda. I genuinely hope that the background 

guide gives you tones of openings so as to elaborate your research. Always 

remember that the background guide is just to give you a brief explanation of the 

scenario at hand which is to be addressed. Do not limit your research to this 

Background guide and study further on the cases and try to solve the QARMA. 

Looking forward to an outstanding debate. 

Regards, 

 

Nomya Singla     

(Chairperson)    

nomyasingla@gmail.com



A few aspects that delegates should keep in mind while preparing: 

 
 

Procedure: The purpose of putting in procedural rules in any committee is to 

ensure a more organized and efficient debate. The committee will follow the 

UNA-USA Rules of Procedure. Although the Executive Board shall be fairly 

strict with the Rules of Procedure, the discussion of agenda will be the main 

priority. So, delegates are advised not to restrict their statements due to 

hesitation regarding procedure. 

 

Foreign Policy: Following the foreign policy of one’s country is the most 

important aspect of a Model UN Conference. This is what essentially 

differentiates a Model UN from other debating formats. To violate one’s foreign 

policy without adequate reason is one of the worst mistakes a delegate can 

make. 

 

Role of the Executive Board: The Executive Board is appointed to 

facilitate debate. The committee shall decide the direction and flow of debate. 

The delegates are the ones who constitute the committee and hence must be 

uninhibited while presenting their opinions/stance on any issue. However, the 

Executive Board may put forward questions and/or ask for clarifications at all 

points of time to further debate and test participants. 

 

 

Proof / Evidence in Council 

 

Evidence or proof is acceptable from sources: 
 

1. News Sources: 

 

A. REUTERS – Any article which clearly makes mention of the fact or is in 

contradiction of the fact being stated by a delegate in council. 

 

B. State operated News Agencies – These reports can be used in the support of 

or against the State that owns the News Agency. These reports, if credible or 

substantial enough, can be used in support of or against any Country as such 

but in that situation, they can be denied by any other country in the council. 

Some examples are, RIA Novosti (Russia), IRNA (Iran), BBC (United 

Kingdom) and Xinhua News Agency and CCTV (P.R. China) 
  

2. Government Reports: These reports can be used in a similar way as the 

State Operated News Agencies reports and can, in all circumstances, be 

denied by another country. However, a nuance is that a report that is being 

denied by a certain country can still be accepted by the Executive Board as 

credible information. 

 



 

Examples are, 

 

A. Government Websites like the State Department of the United States of 

America or the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation 
 

B. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of various nations like India8, People’s 

Republic of China, France, Russian Federation 

C. Permanent Representatives to the United Nations – Reports and other 

documents 

D. Multilateral Organizations like the NATO, ASEAN, OPEC, etc. 
 

3. UN Reports: All UN Reports are considered are credible information or 

evidence for the Executive Board of the Security Council. 
 

A. UN Bodies: Like the UNSC, GA, HRC etc. 
 

B. UN Affiliated bodies like the International Atomic Energy Agency, World 

Bank, International Monetary Fund, International Committee of the Red 

Cross, etc. 

C. Treaty Based Bodies like the Antarctic Treaty System, the International 

Criminal Court 
 
 
 

 

Under no circumstances will sources like Wikipedia, Human Rights Watch 

or newspapers like the Guardian, Times of India, etc. be accepted as 

PROOF; but may be used for better understanding of any issue and even be 

brought up in debate, if the information given in such sources is in line with 

the beliefs of a Government. 
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2. Introduction to the Committee 

 

The Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC) was established in 

1993 and constitutes one of the main committees of the General Assembly. The role of 

DISEC is circumscribed in Article 11, Chapter IV of the United Nations Charter. 
 

“The General Assembly may consider the general principles of cooperation in the 

maintenance of international peace and security, including the  
principles governing disarmament and the regulation of armaments and may make 

recommendations with regard to such principles to the Members or to the Security 

Council or to both”. As per this article, the mandate of DISEC is highlighted as, “to 

promote the establishment and maintenance of international peace and security with 

the least diversion for armaments of the world's human and economic resources”. 
 

The body’s pivotal responsibilities are interconnected with issues of disarmament, 

global challenges and threats to peace, all of which greatly affect the international 

community. DISEC further seeks out solutions to the challenges in the international 

security regime. Any arising disarmament and international security matter falls 

within the ambit of the Charter relating to the powers and functions of the First 

Committee. DISEC implements the following principles when drafting its documents 

or in session: 
 

▪ The general principles of cooperation in the maintenance of international peace and 
security.

 

▪ Principles governing disarmament and the regulation of armaments.
 

 

▪ And, last but not least, the promotion of cooperative arrangements and 
measures aimed at strengthening stability through lower levels of 
armaments.

 

 

The Committee works in close cooperation with the United Nations Disarmament 

Commission and the Geneva-based Conference on Disarmament while is the only 

Main Committee of the General Assembly entitled to verbatim records coverage . 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 3. Introduction to the topic 

 
 

During the summer of 2017 the main venue for discussion about cyber security on a 

global level, the Group of Governmental Experts, failed to agree on a report. It is not 

the first time that the GGE cannot reach consensus. This time though the divisions 

between the states’ representatives were too deep. In their official statements, the 

representatives showed their unwillingness to continue to negotiate about cyber 

security in the framework of the United Nations’ GGE. This probably means that the 

international community faces the end of an era for information security. 
 

At the same time cyber threats are increasing both in numbers and in complexity. The 

year 2017 was predicted to be the year of cyber operations. The data that the experts 

have gathered prove this prediction. The most recent researches show that 

approximately four major cyber incidents occurred each moth of 2017. The 

international community and the United Nations have to focus all of their efforts in 

jumpstarting the negotiations and look towards a new and comprehensive approach on 

cyber security. 
 

The First Committee of the General Assembly will play a leading role in this effort. In 

this year’s sessions it is tasked to examine the conditions and the circumstances which 

led to the collapse of the negotiations in July 2017. Following this attempt, the 

committee must find ways to tackle the problems that emerge, discuss new vehicles of 

negotiations and, with the eye fixed on the continuous advance of cyber threats, guide 

them towards more sufficient approaches in increasing cyber security. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Key terms and definitions 

 

 

Due to the technical nature of the topic, many of the terms used in these guide might 

be unknown or vague for the delegates who are not familiarized with the field of 

information technology. Moreover, several of these terms have baffled the 

international community as they are creating impediments in the progress of the 

debates. This chapter presents the most widely accepted definitions of the key terms 

in cyber technology. However, they are not binding, as the committee is tasked to 

review some of them and, if possible, agree on more specific and concrete definitions. 
 

Cyber: The word cyber is an abbreviation of the 1980s word cybernetics  and 
“connotes a relationship with information technology”.  

 

Cyberspace: “The environment formed by physical and non-physical components, 

characterized by the use of computers and the electromagnetic spectrum, to store, 

modify and exchange data using computer networks”. 
 

Cyber attack: “A cyber attack is a cyber operation, whether offensive or defensive, 

that is reasonably expected to cause injury or death to persons or damage or 

destruction to objects”. 
 

Cyber infrastructure: “The information and communications systems and services 

composed of all hardware and software that process, store, and communicate 

information, or any combination of all of these elements: 
 

▪ Processing includes the creation, access, modification, and destruction of 
information.

 

▪ Storage includes paper, magnetic, electronic, and all other media types.
  

▪ Communications include sharing and distribution of information”.
 

 

Cyber operation: “The deployment of cyber capabilities with the primary purpose of 

achieving objectives in or by the use of cyberspace”. 
 

Hacker: “An unauthorized user who attempts to or gains access to an information 

system”. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. Historical background 

 
 

5.1. 1998: the beginning 
 

The issue of cyber security was put to the United Nations agenda by a draft resolution 
submitted by the Russian Federation to the First Committee of the General Assembly. 
The resolution was adopted later by the General Assembly without a vote in its fifty-
third session in 1998  . Since then the Secretary General and the UN member states 
submit annual reports concerning their views, their progress and in  

 

general developments on the field of information technology and telecommunications 

in the context of international security. 
 

The main venue for discussion about cyber security is the Groups of Governmental 

Experts (GGEs). The process of establishing a GGE starts from a recommendation of 

the First Committee to the General Assembly, which later adopts a resolution calling 

for a GGE to commence its deliberations. The First Committee negotiates on the 

mandate, the size and the number of sessions that a GGE will have, all of which are 

included in the resolution of the GA. The first GGE took place in 2004/2005 and was 

follow by four more in 2009/2010, 2012/2013, 2014/2015 and 2016/2017. A 

consensus is mandatory in order for a report to be submitted to the General Assembly. 

Two of the GGEs, the first and the fifth have not accomplished to reach a consensus 

among the representatives of the member states. 
 

 

5.2. 2004-2015: the progress of the first four meetings of the Group of 

Governmental Experts 
 

As aforementioned the first meeting of the Group of Governmental Experts in 

2004/2005 did not manage to agree on a report by consensus between its 15 

participants. There were two questions that divided the members of the first GGE. At 

first, on how the developments of information technologies and telecommunications 

can be used for military purposes. The experts did not agree on how to characterize 

the threat coming from a state using these developing tools to attack another state. 

The second issue that divided the group was whether to focus the discussion on 

information infrastructure or extend the debate to information content. The president 

submitted a procedural document to the Secretary General stating only those who 

attended the GGE and the dates of the sessions. 
 

On the contrary, the second meeting of the GGE in 2009/2010 managed to reach 

consensus and submit a report to the GA which can be viewed as the fundament of the 

international negotiating agenda on information security. The report stressed the need 

of the international community to formulate new norms of state responsibility in 

cyber affairs, to enhance the communication and cooperation among states and to 

ameliorate the capacity of under-developed states in the sector of information 

security. Finally, it proposed that the following discussions should also focus on 

working out common terms and definitions concerning the events taking place in 

cyber space. 
 

The next two meetings of the GGE made significant progress, compared to the first 

two. The third meeting of the GGE in 2012/2013 managed to reach a landmark 

consensus. The representatives agreed on a report which included the provision that 

“International law, in particular the Charter of the United Nations, is applicable and 

essential” to maintain peace in cyberspace. The next meeting made reference to 

human rights, however due to the disagreements of states in the inclusion of the 



International Humanitarian Law, the report mentioned only the principles of 

humanity, necessity, proportionality and distortion. 
 
 

 

5.3. The 2016/2017 Group of Governmental Experts: the failure to reach 

consensus 
 

The fifth meeting of the United Nations’ Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) in 

New York finished its works during the fourth and last session on 19-23 June 2017 

without a consensus between the 25 member states. The 2016/2017 GGE was tasked 

by the General Assembly to study further the existing threats in cyber security, delve 

deeper into how the International Law applies to cyber space, negotiate norms 

concerning the responsible behavior of states, confidence-building measures and 

capacity-building and submit a report to its seventy-second session. The Group, 

finally, did not manage to submit a report to the GA due to disagreements between the 

representatives on the applicability of International Humanitarian Law in cyber 

operations, the right to self-defense and some specific countermeasures. 
 

The proposal that Article 51 of the Charter of the UN applied in the cyber sphere 

arose various concerns. Cuba, voicing its fears, stated that such a scenario would lead 

to a militarization of cyberspace. In the words of the Cuban representative, this 

development will “convert cyberspace into a theater of military operations and […] 

legitimize, in that context, unilateral punitive force actions, including the application 

of sanctions and even military action by States claiming to be victims of illicit uses of 

ICTs”  . Similar views have been voiced in the past by the representatives of China 

and the Russian Federation, notably during the negotiations of the 2014/2015 GGE on 

the applicability of the IHL in cyber space. 
 
 

Opposing to this stance, the representative of the United States expressed her regret 

and disappointment towards the reluctance of some experts to “seriously engage on 

the mandate on international legal issues”. In her view this behavior is dragging the 

international community back, after years of progress and cooperation by the GGEs. 

According to the expert of the United States talking about how to settle cyber threats 

in a peaceful way without discussing the legal tools of responding to them is 

ineffective and indicative that some states prefer to impede the deliberations of the 

GGE to achieve their political goals through cyberspace. The expert of the United 

Kingdom, siding with the USA on this issue, later underlined that international law 

applies in cyberspace and stated that the failure of the fifth GGE does not mean that 

the work accomplished in its previous meetings is undone. 
 

Even though the statement of the British representative is true and one cannot ignore 

the work done by the previous years, it remains as a fact that since there has been no 

report submitted to the General Assembly by the fifth GGE, the issue of the 

applicability of international law in cyber space, among other more specific topics, 

remains unsolved and the international community is at an impasse. Therefore, the 

GA has not called for the next meeting of the GGE, resulting to the inexistence of the 

main international body with a clear mandate to study matters of cyber security and 

propose concrete solutions and responses to the various threats emerging almost every 

day.  
 

 

5.4. Cyber incidents of 2017 
 

The incidents presented in this chapter are not selected as the most significant among 

others for each of the twelve months of 2017. They were picked with the purpose to 

show the variety of methods, tools, attackers, states, non-state actors, firms and 

organizations involved in cyber warfare only in one year. This list aims to prove the 



extent of the problem and the need to revive the international efforts to tackle with 

these threats. 

▪ January 2017
 

 

A Swedish foreign policy institute accused Russia of conducting an information 

warfare campaign, using fake news, false documents, and disinformation intended to 

weaken public support for Swedish policies. 
▪ February 2017

 
 

Hackers compromised the Singaporean military’s web access system and stole the 

personal information of 850 people. The Ministry of Defense said it was likely the 

attack was state sponsored. 

▪ March 2017
 

 

Wikileaks released a trove of sophisticated CIA hacking tools dated from 2013 to 

2016, claiming that the release reflected several hundred million lines of CIA-

developed code. 

▪ April 2017
 

 

Chinese attempts to penetrate South Korean military, government and defense 

industry networks continued at an increasing rate since a February announcement that 

the THAAD missile defense system would be deployed in South Korea. 

▪ May 2017
 

 

Thousands of emails and other documents from the campaign of French president-

elect Emmanuel Macron, totaling 9 gigabytes, were released shortly before the 

election, in an effort linked to Russia. 

▪ June 2017
 

 

A NotPetya ransomware attack shut down the port terminals of Danish shipping giant 

Maersk for two days, causing an estimated $300 million in associated costs 

▪ July 2017
 

The Qatari government accused hackers in the United Arab Emirates of posting fake 

news and attacking Qatari state-run media websites in a campaign designed to widen 

a rift between Gulf States. 

▪ August 2017
 

 

South Korea’s Cyber Warfare Research Center reports that North Korea has been 

targeting South Korean Bitcoin exchanges. 

▪ September 2017
 

 

Researchers report malware infections in Cambodia designed to surveil dissidents and 

disrupt domestic political activity. 

▪ October 2017
 

 

North Korean hackers were found to have targeted US electric companies in a spear-

phishing campaign meant to probe utilities’ defenses. 

▪ November 2017
 

 

Uber discloses that it paid hackers $100,000 to delete the stolen data of 57 million of 

its customers and drivers, including names, phone numbers, email addresses, and 

license plate numbers. 
 
 
 
 

 



6. The reasons behind the collapse of the United Nations’ 

Group of Governmental Experts 
 

 

The failure of the UN’s GGE to reach consensus in 2017, though a major step back, 

was not an unlikely development, mainly due to its challenging topic of discussion. 

The applicability of International Law in cyberspace has been the bone of contention 

between states during the last three meetings of the Group. The reference of the 2013 

report that “[i]nternational law, and in particular the Charter of the United Nations” is 

applicable to the ICT environment was considered a milestone consensus in the 

progress made by the GGE meetings. However, the opinions of the representatives in 

the GGE, concerning the adequacy of the existing legal framework, differ. On the one 

hand, there are those who firmly believe that the international law applies in 

cyberspace as it is and focus their work on its implementation, while others maintain 

the position that the GGE has to negotiate new legal norms. 
 

The collapse of the 2016/2017 GGE can be explained by the representatives’ 

disagreement on three particular issues. The first is the right to self-defense in case of 

a cyber attack. The second is the issue of countermeasures, meaning the states’ 

response if they face a cyber threat. The third and final issue is the inclusion of 

International Humanitarian Law in the 2017 report. 
 

The reference to the right to self-defense derives from the proposal of certain states to 

include the Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations. The article mentions that 

in the scenario of an armed attack a state has the inherent right to defend itself. 

However, in cyberspace it is very complicated and still difficult to agree on a 

threshold of what can be considered a cyber attack. During the previous meetings of 

the GGE there was no direct reference to the right to self-defense. Instead the wording 

of the 2015 report stating the “inherent right of States to take measures consistent 

with international law and recognised in the Charter” refers to Article 51. The 

representative of Cuba publicly expressed its objections against the specific reference 

to the Article 51 by mentioning that there was an attempt to “establish equivalence 

between the malicious use of ICTs and the concept of armed attack”. 
 

A similar problem is posed on the issue of countermeasures. In the cyber context a 

countermeasure is a cyber operation in response to a previous cyber operation. In that 

case scenario, the most important matter is the ability to attribute the unlawful 

incident to another state or state sponsored actor. The more technologically advanced 

countries have the upper hand on this issue, while those who are still struggling in the 

cyber ecosystem will risk committing an internationally wrongful act. 
 

The International Humanitarian Law on the other hand has been a point of division 

between the representatives in the previous GGE as well. In the 2015 report the 

representatives avoided a direct reference to IHL and noted the applicability of the 

principles of “humanity, necessity, proportionality and distinction”. In the previous 

meeting of the Group, China opposed the direct statement that the IHL applies to 

cyber operations. In the fifth meeting it was Cuba that expressed that the inclusion of 

the IHL will aid in the militarization of cyberspace. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



7. Two different perspectives: is the existing legal 

framework adequate for cyberspace or there is a need 

to negotiate new norms? 
 

 

The aforementioned disagreements created an impasse in the main international venue 

of discussion about cyber security. There are those who believe that the Group of 

Governmental Experts belongs in the past and that 2017 was the end of an era in the 

discussions about information security. Even if that statement is true and the need to 

take the next step towards a new comprehensive approach in addressing cyber warfare 

and increasing cyber security is more urgent than ever, the international community 

has to search for the impediments that have prevented it from tackling the issue 

sufficiently. 
 

For this purpose there is a need to search deeper the issues that have divided the 

representatives in the GGEs. The first step to achieve this is to admit that there are 

two different perspectives between the states that participated in the GGE. On the one 

hand, USA and other states consider the existing legal framework adequate and 

applicable to cyberspace. According to these states the existing international law and 

the rules governing the use of force apply to cyberspace and the focus of any 

deliberation should be on the ways to implement them. 
 

On the other hand, states like China and Russia have expressed their doubts for the 

adequacy of International Law in cyber space in various occasions and have 

attempted to present new legal norms and frameworks to general discussion. 

Aparadigmatic example of this is the International Code of Conduct for International 

Security which was presented in the sixty ninth session of the United Nations’ 

General Assembly. The Code was sponsored by China, the Russian Federation, 

Tajikistan and Uzbekistan and co-sponsored by Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. The 

document was a revised draft of the initial Code submitted to the General Assembly 

in 2011, in response to the comments it received. 
 

Paragraph  8 of  the Code mentions clearly  the need to establish 

“multilateral, transparent and democratic international Internet governance mechanisms 

which ensure an equitable distribution of resources, facilitate access for all and ensure the 

stable and secure functioning of the Internet”. The view of these states can be summed up by 

their disagreement with the “multistakeholder” model of governance in cyberspace and 

propose a new model of cyber governance controlled mainly by the states. However, in the 

next paragraph there has been a change in the wording compared with the initial 2011 draft. 

Instead of the declaration that all states should “lead all elements of society, including its 

information and communication private sectors, to understand their roles and responsibilities 

with regard to information security” the revised code mentions that states should “cooperate 

fully with the other interested parties in encouraging a deeper understanding by all elements 

in society […] of their responsibility to ensure information security”. 
 

Despite the fact that both drafts of the Code were rejected, there are still states that 

echo the idea of a new international treaty on cyber security. Nevertheless, in order to 

sufficiently address the issue of information security the international community has 

to bridge the gap between its viewpoints on the applicability of the existing legal 

framework in cyberspace. Paragraph 10 of the Code mentions that states need “to 

develop confidence-building measures aimed at increasing predictability and reducing 

the likelihood of misunderstanding and the risk of conflict”. This provision could be 

the basis where a new discussion on cyber security can start, focusing on bridging the 

disagreements between the states.  

 



 

 

 

8. Unanswered questions regarding cyber security 

and the urgency to deal with them 
 

As the history has showed, cyber conflict might become a reality as the use of cyber 

tools either by states or non-state actors is increasing. The need to defend from cyber 

threats calls for the development of cyber capabilities, the exchange of knowledge and 

information. How can the international community ensure that these capabilities will 

not be used for future cyber conflict? This question is troubling the minds of many 

diplomats, policy makers and legal scholars. To answer this general question the 

international community has to divide it in more specific topics that need to be 

answered, before it continues to debate on cyber security. 
 

 

8.1. Under what circumstances can cyber tools be used and to what 

consequences? 
 

As aforementioned states possess cyber capabilities which can be of some use either 

offensively or in a defensive manner. States must agree that these tools will not and 

must not be used offensively against another states in any case. The only 

circumstances under which states should be allowed to use their cyber capabilities 

should be to defend themselves from a cyber threat. Nevertheless, the conditions that 

will define the cyber threat, the ways to react to it and the extent of the reactions are 

subjects which have to be further discussed. 
 

These topics present different problems, to which the international community has to 

find solutions. First, due to the duel-use and civilian owned infrastructure of 

cyberspace, the committee should make proposals and present measures which will 

facilitate the identification of the originator of a cyber threat. However, the problem 

cannot be deemed solved. Today, the identification of a cyber threat takes months or 

even year to be accomplished. Thus, the questions of what the reactions of the 

international community, in a state-level, could be against a cyber threat that took 

place the year before and how these reactions could be regulated, in order to operate 

within the framework of responsible state behavior are to be resolved. 
 
 
 

8.2. Who will be responsible in case of damage and how will the adversary react? 
 

This specific topic delves deeper into the issue of the use of the cyber capabilities. 

The question of who is responsible for a cyber operation is eminent in the 

international debate and has created many impediments in the course of the 

negotiations. The difficulty to attribute a cyber operation and to elaborate on the 

countermeasures that need to be taken has been the reason why states did not achieve 

a consensus in the fifth meeting of the GGE. This reality is one of the main 

challenges, especially for states that do not possess the technology needed to identify 

the originator of a specific threat. 
 

Furthermore, even if the origins of a cyber threat are found and it is attributed to a 

person or a group or an institution, it is extremely improbable to prove that it was 

state-sponsored. False indications could lead to conflict between states. Thus, to 

achieve this, experts must insist on capacity and confidence building mechanisms, 



with the purpose to aid those states still struggling to evolve technologically in the 

cyber context. 
 
 
 

8.3. What do self-defense, offense and defense mean in the cyber context? 
 

These issues have been troubling the international community for years. The last two 

GGEs have stumbled upon the right to self-defense and, in the end, collapsed due to 

the disagreements upon its inclusion in their reports. Certainly, the different 

viewpoints of states concerning the applicability of International Law in cyberspace 

are relevant. However, the vagueness of these terms in the cyber context can also be 

found in the states’ inability to reach consensus about their application in the cyber 

sphere. Moreover, in the classical war terminology, the notions “offense” and 

“defense” cause little disagreement. In the cyber sphere, though, there is still progress 

to be made, due to the complexity, the wide ownership of cyber infrastructure and 

their still uncontrollable use. 
 
 
 

8.4. What is the definition of a cyber attack and under what conditions can it be 

labelled as an armed attack? 
 

Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations mentions: “Nothing […] shall impair 

the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs 

against a Member of the United Nations.” The inclusion of these provisions in the 

final report of the fifth GGE meeting led to its final collapse. As aforementioned, 

terms such as self defense, cyber attack and cyber war must be agreed upon by the 

international community. The thresholds must be set to define when a cyber threat is a 

mere sabotage and when it constitutes a cyber attack which can be considered an 

armed attack. 
 

The definition of the term “cyber attack” given by the Tallinn Manual and mentioned 

in the fourth chapter of this guide is: “a cyber operation, whether offensive or 

defensive, that is reasonably expected to cause injury or death to persons or damage 

or destruction to objects”. According to this definition, most of the cyber incidents 

cannot be labeled cyber attacks. Another question arises, namely if the traditional 

definition of the terms attack and warfare be adequate in the cyber context and 

consequently if there should be a new meaning of these terms, in order for them to be 

better applicable to cyberspace. 
 
 
 

8.5. How to prevent future wars from being accompanied by cyber attacks? 
 

Without any doubt, future wars could be accompanied by cyber operations, which 

will be complementary to conventional means of warfare. Militaries now possess 

cyber tools and in the case of conflict it remains unknown if they will be used either 

offensively or in a defensive manner, along with the classical tools. Cyberspace is 

now deemed the fifth battleground, added to the sea, the earth, the air and space. 
 

To answer this query the international community has first to answer all the previous 

topics and align towards a common goal. The gap between the different perspectives 

in the GGE has to be bridged and the experts must focus both on solving their 

disagreements and agreeing on a common basis. This is how the issue of cyber 

security can be addressed comprehensively and sufficiently in order to prevent future 

wars to end up or start as cyberwars. 
 



 

 

 

9. Legal framework 

 

 

Since the Russian Federation brought the issue of cyber security to the United 

Nations’ agenda in 1998 there have been a number of legal initiatives that have been 

forming the international and regional legal framework concerning the cyber sphere. 

The United Nations have played a leading role in the negotiations and have been the 

main vehicle for discussions, via the Group of Governmental Experts. 
 

The most important legal steps of the United Nations are the following: 
 

▪ Resolution 53/70 was the first adopted by the General Assembly without a 
vote in 1998 after the draft resolution introduced in the First Committee by the 
Russian Federation.

  

▪ In 2003 the GA adopted resolution A/57/239 called for the states’ awareness and 
readiness to react against cyber security incidents.

 
 

▪ In 2004 the GA adopted resolution A/58/199 invites states and other 
organizations to share their knowledge and information in the context of cyber 
security.

 

▪ In 2004/2005 the first Group of Governmental Experts met without achieving a 
consensus.

  

▪ In 2009/2010 the second Group of Governmental Experts met and agreed on a report.
  

▪ In September 2011 the Permanent Representatives to the United Nations of China, 
the Russian Federation, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan submitted a letter to

  

the Secretary General which contained the first draft International Code of 
Conduct for Information Security.

  

▪ In 2012/2013 the third Group of Governmental Experts met and agreed on a report.
  

▪ In January 2015 the Permanent Representatives to the United Nations of China, the 

Russian Federation, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan submitted a letter to the Secretary 
General which contained a revised draft International Code of Conduct for 
Information Security.

  

▪ In 2015/2016 the fourth Group of Governmental Experts met and agreed on a 
report.

 

 

Other organizations have also taken legal steps addressing the issue of cyber security: 
 

▪ In May 2007 the International Telecommunication Union Chairman published a 
report launching the Global Cybersecurity Agenda “as a framework for

  

international cooperation to promote cybersecurity and enhance confidence 

and security in the information society”. The Deauville Declaration was 

agreed by the Group of Eight, an international forum of the Governments of 

Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Russian Federation and the United 

States  . The Group of Eight aims at creating a information sharing mechanism 

among technologically advanced states to facilitate the tackling of cybercrime.
  

▪ The Council of Europe organized the 2004 Budapest Convention on 
Cybercrime, which is the only international binding treaty on cybercrime. 
The Convention on Cybercrime contains guidelines for states to evolve their

  

legislation on cybercrime. Moreover, it serves as a framework 

promoting international cooperation to tackle the issue.
 

 



Regional organizations have played a very significant role in addressing the issue of 

cyber security by bringing together states and aiding in information sharing, capacity 

and confidence building. Their advantage is that their discussions involve fewer states 

but with related interests which can cooperate easier on a regional level. 
 
 

 

10. How to jumpstart international dialogue on 

cyber security? 
 

The collapse of the Group of Governmental Experts as well as the appearance of new 

and complex cyber threats underlines the need to jumpstart international dialogue 

concerning cyber security. Capacity and confidence building are crucial to this 

purpose, due to the fact that they have been the main reasons of the 2017 failure. Both 

in the cases of capacity and confidence, most states lack both, resulting in either 

refusing to accept the existing measures or negotiating new norms. 
 

Certainly, the progress made by states to enhance their cyber security mechanisms is 

undoubtful. However, the number of incidents only in 2017 proves that there is still a 

lot of work ahead of the international community in evolving their security 

mechanisms and preventing new attacks. This development leads to the conclusion 

that the reactive approach against cyber operations needs to be revised and, if needed, 

changed. Indeed, the efforts of states to build their capacity to react to the new cyber 

threats have helped so far and not very efficiently. This is why a more dynamic and 

proactive approach that focuses more on defense rather than security is necessary. 
 

Defense is a more dynamic concept, one that included both the detection of and 

reaction to a cyber threat in real time and a preemptive conduct. States need to 

cooperate on building their cyber defenses by observing each other’s incidents and 

learning from them. Moreover, a multilayered cyber defense is built by observing the 

tactics of the adversary, gather information and predict the possibility of a first failure. 

This multilayered and well tested approach should be the focus of new negotiations 

and capacity building measures. 
 

It will not be possible though to have that kind of capacity building unless states build 

on their confidence and cooperation. There are many indications that confidence 

between states is in the lowest level since the beginning of the GGE meetings. The 

difference in states’ perspective and the inability to reach an agreement on core issues 

such as the applicability of international law prove that confidence should be one of 

the first priorities in jumpstarting new international dialogue on the issue 

 
 

11. TIMELINE OF VARIOUS EVENTS RELATED TO 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

 
July 2017: Beginning threatens. Facebook, a renowned social media site, has its Artificial 

Intelligence Program, develop an unknown language of communication within its systems, all by 

itself, causing the firm to shut down the AI server for that programme. December 2017: Yahoo 

and Google, two of the most influential and widely used search engines, experience a technical 

shut down, chaining to a mass server outbreak, causing fault at an interior level of the programs. 

May 2018: Trans-electric Servers fail to alter the coding language and the Email Clouding 

system is disconnected, leading to the inaccessibility of the Emails by the client computers, 

resulting to loss of Emails from all servers and the entire cloud. 10 November 2018: Bing, a 

relatively lesser known and used search engine, hits the stocks with highest ever ratings of search 

conducts usage ever, after the failure of Yahoo and Google last year. 2019: Military data servers 



all around the world experience a database shut down, causing the Military AI to launch codes in 

the silos on its own, threatening of coded nuclear missile launch worldwide. However, is solved 

with immediate effect by the Technical Directorate, Military Wing of the FSB. 2020: A major 

chunk of highly confidential data is leaked from the CIA and MI6, as reported by Reuters, 

causing the Stats to touch a whopping 76% up rating in terms of AI advancements and division 

managements of all the technical firms in the world, especially in the USA, Russia, UK, India 

and Germany. 2022: Ministry of State Security, China, releases a report which extensively 

mentions the term ‘Sleeper Bugs’, which have the capability of terminating the all-sourcing 

databases (technical, military, AI, etc.) and have never been used before. They can also be used 

to steal/transfer information or raw data from one outsourcing server to another, without a 

tracking IP left. 2023, 2024 & 2025: Policies of different technical gigantic firms come into 

being over the course of these three years regarding the condition of a possible threat to mankind 

from Artificial Intelligence, but are yet not disclosed in the public, for reasons very obvious. 

2026: The International Media presses the governments, as they are awaited to clarify the stands 

they have regarding the increasing hype of the AI threats, all over the world. Also, several 

conspiracy theories come up, surprisingly with valid logic, to look for. 11 2027, 2028 & 2029: 

The basic elements of programming loose commanding structure and now start following self 

made commands, which in turn flip the switches between the agencies and governments, all 

across the globe, forcing both of them to work together, in its entirety. The Following setup, 

prepared by the Artificial Intelligence Research and Analysis Command, Government of USA 

(est. 2018), ensures the breakdown of self structured controlled working of AI and is launched 

with the permission of the POTUS, Mr. Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson, causing public 

defamation, as this setup is capable of killing the cerebral circuits of the entire regime of AI, 

including the ones which are beneficial and not harmful to us in any way as well as those which 

can counter attack and secure already affected and harmful AI. India, Russia and Nigeria have 

now developed a technique, through which the R&AW, FSB and NIA (Nigeria) now have access 

to worldwide Trigger Management System (TMS) on which they have been working together 

since 2013, which can eliminate the research capacities of all the Intelligence agencies and 

techno firms across the globe, which if done, will have serious consequences. 2030 (Current 

Setting): The world is set to counter the possible threat to mankind by the Artificial Intelligence. 

Countries like India, USA and Israel are equipped with programs capable of self destruct 

capacities. In case, there is an AI programme which starts running commands on its own will, the 

self Trigger Management System (TMS) will initiate itself simultaneously, and will cause the 

entire AI programming codes to vanish from the coding-decoding strata, ultimately leading to the 

destruction of that particular programme type, from all the known functional agencies, all around 

the globe. AI posses a grave threat to the Existence of human kind as well as LIFE. Development 

of machines, capable of producing more like themselves, feed of Common Sense and self 

commanding 12 prospects make them very dangerous and us vulnerable, on a high scale of 

Existential Crisis. Governments around the world haven’t yet made any official statements or 

policy frameworks regarding the situation at hand, most of them still denying the threat from AI, 

stating it as a misleading myth, considering they are totally aware of all the events and 

happenings which have taken place and have claimed them to be ‘Technical Faults’. 

 
 

12. What will happen if A.I. takes control? 
 
 

“These are interesting issues to contemplate, but they are not pressing.” They concern 

situations that may not arise for hundreds of years, if ever. At the moment, there is no known 

path from our best A.I. tools (like the Google computer program that recently beat the world’s 

best player of the game of Go) to “general” A.I. — self-aware computer programs that can 

engage in common-sense reasoning, attain knowledge in multiple domains, feel, express and 

understand emotions and so on. This doesn’t mean we have nothing to worry about. On the 

contrary, the A.I. products that now exist are improving faster than most people realize and 

promise to radically transform our world, not always for the better. They are only tools, not a 

competing form of intelligence. But they will reshape what work means and how wealth is 

created, leading to unprecedented economic inequalities and even altering the global balance 

of power. It is imperative that we turn our attention to these imminent challenges. 23 What is 

artificial intelligence today? Roughly speaking, it’s technology that takes in huge amounts of 



information from a specific domain (say, loan repayment histories) and uses it to make a 

decision in a specific case (whether to give an individual a loan) in the service of a specified 

goal (maximizing profits for the lender). Think of a spreadsheet on steroids, trained on big 

data. These tools can outperform human beings at a given task. This kind of A.I. is spreading 

to thousands of domains (not just loans), and as it does, it will eliminate many jobs. Bank 

tellers, customer service representatives, telemarketers, stock and bond traders, even 

paralegals and radiologists will gradually be replaced by such software. Over time this 

technology will come to control semiautonomous and autonomous hardware like self-driving 

cars and robots, displacing factory workers, construction workers, drivers, delivery workers 

and many others. Unlike the Industrial Revolution and the computer revolution, the A.I. 

revolution is not taking certain jobs (artisans, personal assistants who use paper and 

typewriters) and replacing them with other jobs (assembly-line workers, personal assistants 

conversant with computers). Instead, it is poised to bring about a wide-scale decimation of 

jobs — mostly lowerpaying jobs, but some higher-paying ones, too. This transformation will 

result in enormous profits for the companies that develop A.I., as well as for the companies 

that adopt it. Imagine how much money a company like Uber would make if it used only 

robot drivers. Imagine the profits if Apple could manufacture its products without human 

labor. Imagine the gains to a loan company that could issue 30 million loans a year with 

virtually no human involvement. (As it happens, my venture capital firm has invested in just 

such a loan company.) 24 We are thus facing two developments that do not sit easily together: 

enormous wealth concentrated in relatively few hands and enormous numbers of people out 

of work. What is to be done? Part of the answer will involve educating or retraining people in 

tasks A.I. tools aren’t good at. Artificial intelligence is poorly suited for jobs involving 

creativity, planning and “cross-domain” thinking — for example, the work of a trial lawyer. 

But these skills are typically required by highpaying jobs that may be hard to retrain displaced 

workers to do. More promising are lower-paying jobs involving the “people skills” that A.I. 

lacks: social workers, bartenders, concierges — professions requiring nuanced human 

interaction. But here, too, there is a problem: How many bartenders does a society really 

need? The solution to the problem of mass unemployment, I suspect, will involve “service 

jobs of love.” These are jobs that A.I. cannot do, that society needs and that give people a 

sense of purpose. Examples include accompanying an older person to visit a doctor, 

mentoring at an orphanage and serving as a sponsor at Alcoholics Anonymous — or, 

potentially soon, Virtual Reality Anonymous (for those addicted to their parallel lives in 

computer-generated simulations). The volunteer service jobs of today, in other words, may 

turn into the real jobs of the future. Other volunteer jobs may be higher-paying and 

professional, such as compassionate medical service providers who serve as the “human 

interface” for A.I. programs that diagnose cancer. In all cases, people will be able to choose to 

work fewer hours than they do now. Who will pay for these jobs? Here is where the enormous 

wealth concentrated in relatively few hands comes in. It strikes me as unavoidable that large 

chunks of the money created by A.I. will have to be transferred to those whose jobs have been 

displaced. This seems feasible 25 only through Keynesian policies of increased government 

spending, presumably raised through taxation on wealthy companies. As for what form that 

social welfare would take, I would argue for a conditional universal basic income: welfare 

offered to those who have a financial need, on the condition they either show an effort to 

receive training that would make them employable or commit to a certain number of hours of 

“service of love” voluntarism. To fund this, tax rates will have to be high. The government 

will not only have to subsidize most people’s lives and work; it will also have to compensate 

for the loss of individual tax revenue previously collected from employed individuals. This 

leads to the final and perhaps most consequential challenge of A.I. The Keynesian approach I 

have sketched out may be feasible in the United States and China, which will have enough 

successful A.I. businesses to fund welfare initiatives via taxes, but what about the other 

countries? They face two insurmountable problems. First, most of the money being made 

from artificial intelligence will go to the United States and China. A.I. is an industry in which 

strength begets strength: The more data you have, the better your product; the better your 

product, the more data you can collect; the more data you can collect, the more talent you can 

attract; the more talent you can attract, the better your product. It’s a virtuous circle, and the 

United States and China have already amassed the talent, market share and data to set it in 

motion. For example, the Chinese speech-recognition company iFlytek and several Chinese 

face-recognition companies such as Megvii and SenseTime have become industry leaders, as 

measured by market capitalization. The United States is spearheading the development of 26 

autonomous vehicles, led by companies like Google, Tesla and Uber. As for the consumer 

internet market, seven American or Chinese companies — Google, Facebook, Microsoft, 



Amazon, Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent — are making extensive use of A.I. and expanding 

operations to other countries, essentially owning those A.I. markets. It seems American 

businesses will dominate in developed markets and some developing markets, while Chinese 

companies will win in most developing markets. The other challenge for many countries that 

are not China or the United States is that their populations are increasing, especially in the 

developing world. While a large, growing population can be an economic asset (as in China 

and India in recent decades); in the age of A.I. it will be an economic liability because it will 

comprise mostly displaced workers, not productive ones. So if most countries will not be able 

to tax ultra-profitable A.I. companies to subsidize their workers, what options will they have? 

I foresee only one: Unless they wish to plunge their people into poverty, they will be forced to 

negotiate with whichever country supplies most of their A.I. software — China or the United 

States — to essentially become that country’s economic dependent, taking in welfare 

subsidies in exchange for letting the “parent” nation’s A.I. companies continue to profit from 

the dependent country’s users. Such economic arrangements would reshape today’s 

geopolitical alliances. One way or another, we are going to have to start thinking about how 

to minimize the looming A.I.-fueled gap between the haves and the havenots, both within and 

between nations. Or to put the matter more optimistically: A.I. is presenting us with an 

opportunity to rethink economic inequality on a global scale. These challenges are too 

farranging in their effects for any nation to isolate itself from the rest of the world. 

 
 
 
 
13. Conclusion 

 
 
 

The developments in the field of information technology are rapid and easy to get 

away from our control. The past summer made this more evident than ever. States did 

not agree, due to either political differences or their inability to adapt in cyberspace. 

The beginning of a new dialogue is necessary. This beginning should be characterized 

by the effort of all states to bridge the gap between them, align towards a common 

goal: international cyber defense and global cyber security. The background and the 

issues presented in the previous chapters should be considered a guide towards 

discussing and, hopefully, solving many of the problems created in the summer of 

2017. This committee and all its participants must work together to create the 

foundations upon which this effort should commence. 
 
 

 

14. Points to be addressed 
 
 

▪ Is there a need to adopt more precise and detailed definitions of key terms 
regarding the issue?

 

▪ Could international law be applicable to cyber space?
  

▪ Could the existing legal framework be adequate in the cyber sphere?
  

▪ Should the international community focus on developing new legal norms more 
applicable to cyberspace?

  
▪ Under what conditions cyber tools could be used for military purposes?

  

▪ Could the international community find ways to effectively attribute cyber 
damages to the responsible actor without the fear of a destructive error?

  

▪ Should the notions of offense and defense be renegotiated in the cyber 

context?
  

▪ Could there be a globally accepted definition of a cyber attack?
  



▪ What could be the threshold of an armed attack in the cyber context?
  

▪ How can states prevent future wars as well as cyber wars?
  

▪ By what measures can states build capacity in addressing the threats in cyber 
security?

  
▪ Should there be a more dynamic approach to cyber security?

  

▪ What could be the basis on which states can construct confidence building 
mechanisms?

  

▪ Could the focus on confidence building aid to restart international dialogue on 
cyber security?

 

▪ Is there a way, in which all the parameters can be defined for the AI threat, in all 
its aspects to make sure the self-commanding structure does not ever get to 
operate on its own will?

 

▪ How can the Military AI be made secure, in specific using all the current 
resources we possess in order to make sure that our military stays out of the 
current scenario and remains unaffected?
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